## Accessing ExpressPoll

Access the ExpressPoll by clicking on the question mark icon in the main toolbar.

### The ExpressPoll Wheel

A small circle will appear with the same icon toward the middle of the flipchart. Hover over it to access the following options:

1. Multiple Choice
2. Sort in Order
3. Yes/No or True/False
4. Actions
5. Likert Scale
6. Number Responses
7. Text Responses

### Multiple Choice

When accessing the Multiple Choice options:

1. Choose the number of answer choices students will see (2-6)
2. Choose the number of correct answers the students have to choose. (1-6)

### Sort in Order

When accessing the Sort in Order options:

- Choose the number of items you wish to sort
- Option of “I don’t know” is available

### Yes/No True/False

Yes/No and True False also gives you the option to choose an “I don’t know” option if you wish. This could be beneficial for when you are introducing a new concept or topic.

### Actions

Action Options:

1. Device Registration
2. Assign Devices
3. Close ExpressPoll
4. Choose which devices (votes or expressions) to target.

### Text/Numbr/Likert

- **Likert Scale** - students choose how strongly they feel about a statement (Expressions only)
- **Number Responses** - only numerical answers are accepted (Expressions only)
- **Text Responses** - any answer can be texted in (Expressions only)